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Let’s improve the clarity and utility  of our 
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And time flies.



Contra-Factual
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Contra-Factual
You can’t talk for twenty 
minutes, scrolling a screen 
of unfamiliar code and hold 
the viewer’s attention.

Only if you are Chuck 
Moore; so don’t try.



Some Tools, overview

Use a proven structure. 

Use effective communication methods.

Break the overall into smaller bytes (pun 
intended).

Maximize screen clarity; camera and text.
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First Structure

The simplest protocol.

1) Tell ‘em what you going to tell ‘em.

2) Tell ‘em, 

3) Tell ‘em what you told ‘em.

Or: Beginning, Middle and End.

Or: Introduction, The Topic, Summary.
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Second Structure

Another another model:  SAFW.

1) State your idea.

2) Accentuate your idea or its details.

3) For instance your idea.

4) Windup with your idea.
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The most important concept from today.

Even if you discard everything else.

Before you present.

State to yourself .  .   .   .
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your intended outcome

Transfer a skill.

Expand some details for the experienced.

Announce a discovery.

A pro and con argument.

Overview of a topic.   <<TODAY
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Some Mechanics

The information paths to the brain are 
visual and auditory.

BUT .  .  . Visual means IMAGES NOT text.

Visual text and hearing 
share the same path. 

And reading will over-ride 
hearing.
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The Implication

If you show a slide with four bullet items, 
your listener/viewer will read ahead 
while you are talking and miss your 
comments on point Number One.

Lemma 1: “Visual leads listening.”

Lemma 2: “Reveal text only as needed.

Lemma 3: “Or reveal all the bullet points 
and pause for a few seconds.”



How To Hold Your Viewer’s 
Interest

Unless you are in an extended workshop 
format .   .   .   .

No more than three points.

No more than 15-20 minutes. TED Talks 
are 20 minutes for a reason .



Window Sizing

Your editing 
view is not 
suitable for a 
presentation.



Window Sizing

Set a small window on your computer.

Limit the view to one idea.



Zoom Expands It To Full Screen

Now your idea is clear.



Get The Most From Zoom

Simplify your background.

Get the best lighting.

Use a webcam showing your project.
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Speaking Of Your Face

Video lighting is a multi-faceted topic; 
here, just the very basics. 

Be sure your face is clearly illuminated 
by more than room lights.

And simplify or eliminate the 
background.



Get The Most From Zoom Video





Show Your Projects



Live Streaming Software

Multi-stream, slides, desktop, video:

▪ X-Split Broadcaster; $5/month.

▪ OBS, Open Broadcaster Studio, Free









Summary

Plan a structured presentation.

Set the proper depth of detail.

Keep code large for visibility

Optimize lighting and background.

Consider a hand camera for demos.



Benefits

Maximize the information transfer.

Hold the viewers interest.

We are generating a long-term archive of 
Forth technology.

Get the best use of your resources now 
at hand.



Conclusion

Today I used the SAFW model.

I STATED Zoom is our communication medium.

I ACCENTUATED communication factors.

I FOR INSTANCED offering many tools.

I WOUND UP with the benefits.



For these slides and video go to:

• http://www.forth.org/svfig/

then “Past meeting slides, video, and 
notes.”

• - or -

• http://www.forth.org/svfig/kk/kk.htm

References, later

http://www.forth.org/svfig/

